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PREFACE 

 

Why examine the perpetration of violence? Why study this topic? Different people 

confronted me with these questions on different occasions. Sometimes I engaged in intense 

dialogue in an effort to make sense of this question, but never in my five-year study of 

institutionalised boys, who committed crimes, did I delve into the origins of this project that 

began out of personal curiosity but later turned into an intellectual exploration. Now, with the 

manuscript complete, let me try to describe the roots of my interest in the topic and, thus, the 

roots of this dissertation. 

 

I was born seven days after the Soweto uprising in June 1976, in the coloured 

township of Bonteheuwel. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, my grandparents were forcefully 

removed from the city centre. From the now famous District 6 where they had been living, 

they moved a twenty-minute drive to Bonteheuwel, one of the many townships on the Cape 

Flats where, thanks to the Group Areas Act, ‘non-whites’ were bundled after having been 

chased from areas designated as ‘whites-only’. Like many others, my grandparents and 

parents had to make a new start. There they reared their children, who later reared their own 

children, including me.  

 

Until the age of nine, I lived with my parents, grandparents, aunt and younger brother 

in a detached house on the main road of Bonteheuwel. Opposite, stood a cluster of tiny shops 

owned by local traders. Busy Bee was one such place, a shop I frequented to buy my 

favourite toffee sweets. As it happened, the concrete island on which the shops stood was 

also a popular place for gangsters to hang out, meet and fight, a public stage where they 

displayed their power to each other and to the residents.  

 

Whenever I heard commotion on the other side of the road, I would sneak over to the 

window, hoping not to be caught, to watch gangs loiter and wage war but metres away from 

my home. Only a green flimsy iron-mesh gate stretching around the house kept intruders out 

and us children in. Sometimes we heard loud screams outside – of what, I could only 

imagine. My brother and I would jokingly scream, ‘Gunshot!’ when we heard a loud bang; in 

most cases, fortunately, it was just a run-down car backfiring.  

 

Unlike most of my peers and family, my brother and I were partially sheltered from 

the violence in the community. Our parents had various safety-strategies to distance us from 

the violence that loomed so shamelessly over the streets of Bonteheuwel. We were, for 

instance, never allowed to play in the front of the house. Instead we were told to play in the 

backyard, under the grapevine and hidden from the people on the streets. Nor were we 
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permitted to walk unaccompanied in the streets, not even to the shop a few metres away from 

our home.  

 

At the time, it seemed to me that my friends had more freedom than us, and I felt 

imprisoned. Yet while I was trapped in the house, gangsters across the street robbed children 

and frightened them on their way around the community. In rare moments, I would sneak 

daringly in front of the house while my parents were at work. There I saw how gangs loitered 

around the shops, with young men holding bricks in their hands, or rusted blades, broken 

glass bottles, knives, guns, and using vile language unfamiliar to me then. When we 

witnessed such events, we knew we had to run inside and close the doors. But, on one 

occasion, we were too late.  

 

As we jumped out of the mulberry tree on the side of the house where we were 

playing, a group of young boys appeared at the corner of the street. They were well known as 

the Corner Boys, and were on their way to the shop. Mr Swartz – my grandparents’ 

neighbour – shouted at them. Curious, we ignored the instructions of our parents and 

grandparents and froze to watch. The Corner Boys walked over to Mr Swartz and whispered 

something to him. In his drunkenness, he retaliated and one of the boys hit him. Mr Swartz 

fell on the pavement. Another Corner Boy picked up a huge, broken slab of concrete and 

began pounding him on the head. The old man was bleeding profusely. We panicked and ran 

inside the house, watching through the window until my aunt shouted for us to move away. 

But we had already seen what was there to be seen. 

 

I recount this event not because I want to parade a childhood trauma but because it 

stirred up ambivalent emotions in me. Yes, we were terrified of the gangsters: they threatened 

our safety. But they were not complete strangers to us; they were not as distant as imagined. 

Growing up in the community, my parents formed relationships with various neighbours, 

including youth involved in criminal and gang activity. It was no different for my generation. 

Sometimes gangsters, or anyone involved in whatever form of violence, would come seeking 

shelter and run into the homes of families known to them, my grandparents’ house included.  

 

For me as a child, the label of the violent criminal that was so effortlessly and 

permanently attached to them did not fully stick. I, too, knew them as friends, uncles, 

brothers, protectors, providers and fathers. As I grew up in the community, I watched them 

shift incessantly from stigmatised to humanised individuals; being violent was just one aspect 

of a complex identity. This, then, may be at the root of my curiosity. Why do otherwise kind 

and friendly men join gangs? How are they able to be so aggressive at times but yet, at others, 

so caring? How are their complex and shifting identities to be understood? 

 

For years these questions invaded my thinking, especially whenever I was confronted 

with stories in the media about violence or discussions about South Africa’s high levels of 
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violence; it was only during my postgraduate studies that I decided to examine them 

systematically through research..  

 

My Honours research, conducted in Cape Town in 1997, aimed to explore criminals’ 

own perceptions of their criminal acts and intentions and to investigate the leading factors in 

the decision-making process that had led them into criminal behaviour. Doing so gave me the 

chance to interview 100 incarcerated young men and women in Pollsmoor Correctional 

Facility.  

 

For my Masters, in 1999, I undertook an ethnographic study on the Cape Flats with 

gangsters in Manenberg, a suburb known to locals and residents as Murderberg.1 Violence 

and gangsterism were so rife there that shortly before starting my one year of fieldwork, it 

was declared a ‘no-go zone’. Yet, while ‘hanging out’2 with these dangerous men, I 

immersed myself in their everyday lives. Like them I shifted contexts, from meeting their 

families and playing with their children in their homes to sitting on brown, plastic boxes 

where the quarts3 were neatly packed, making it easier for me to grab a beer and pour the 

men a glass as they told me tales and cleaned their dagga pitjies.4  

 

One afternoon in Manenberg, I was talking to Gaza, the leader of an influential gang, 

as we sat on the stoep5 of his home. In the middle of our discussion, a group of boys aged 9–

13 years shouted down the road. Gaza asked me to look closely at them: they were all 

carrying guns. He explained that they, too, were gangsters, on their way to kill members of a 

rival gang who had murdered members of their own gang. It was then that I realised that the 

number of pre-adolescent and early adolescent boys in gangs was on the rise.  

 

At the time, I was coincidentally involved in a project with the Department of 

Psychiatry at the University of Cape Town, one under the supervision of Professor James 

Garbarino, the American psychologist whose main interest then was to understand why some 

boys turn violent whereas others, even though growing up in the same environment, do not 

(Garbarino 1999). 

 

                                                           
1
 ‘Murderberg’ is a nickname given to Manenberg due to its high levels of violence and gangsterism. My study 

took place in a period (1995- 2002) when it experienced even higher levels of violence than usual as a result of 
conflict between the various gangs in the community.  
2
 ‘Hanging out’ is used loosely here. It refers to my research practice of spending time with the gangsters in the 

area. I would participate in daily activities of theirs such as standing around on the corners in the community, 
socialising with their friends in shebeens, sitting in back yards and drinking beer, etc. 
3
 A quart is a 750ml bottle of beer. The men would usually buy a case consisting of 12 such beers.  

4
 Dagga pitjies are marijuana seeds. Smokers have to clean the dagga of its seeds before they can smoke it.  

5
 Stoep is the Afrikaans word for porch, patio or veranda. 
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The multidisciplinary study in Cape Town aimed at developing a risk model of young 

boys who committed serious violent crimes. It introduced me to a secure care facility where 

young boys between 14 and 16 were temporarily incarcerated, and as result my initial 

fascination with, and puzzlement about, the complexity of violence and gangsterism as a part 

of people’s daily life developed into an academic project initially entitled, Young boys 

behind bars: An ethnographic study of violence and care in South Africa. The ambition 

underlying that project – one taken up in the present study – was to examine why young boys 

find themselves involved in violence, not only as perpetrators but victims. 

 

 


